We discuss the connection between computational social choice (comsoc) and computational complexity. We stress the work so far on, and urge continued focus on, two less-recognized aspects of this connection. Firstly, this is very much a two-way street: Everyone knows complexity classification is used in comsoc, but we also highlight benefits to complexity that have arisen from its use in comsoc. Secondly, more subtle, less-known complexity tools often can be very productively used in comsoc.
Introduction
Even in a work context, friendship is amazingly powerful. We all know how valuable it is to have collaborators who have each other's backs: working closely toward a shared project goal yet each bringing their own skills and perspective to the project, to seek to reach insights and advances that neither researcher could have achieved alone.
Research areas can be like that too. Computational social choice (henceforward, comsoc)-which brings a computational-cost lens to such social-choice issues as preference aggregation/elections/manipulation/fair division-certainly has roots tracing far back; but comsoc's existence as a recognized, distinctive research area within AI/multiagent-systems is quite recent. Despite that, its growth as an area during these recent years has been explosive, and we suggest that a synergy between comsoc and complexity has been partially responsible for that growth. At the 2017 AAMAS conference [LWDD17] , for example, there were four sessions devoted to Computational Social Choice; no other topic had that many sessions. Those four sessions included 21 papers, and of those 21, 7 had the word "complexity" in their titles although in the entire conference only two other papers had the word complexity in their titles. In contrast, at the 2003 AAMAS conference [RWSY03] , the string "social choice" does not even appear in the ACM Digital Library online table of contents; neither does the string "election" or any form of the word "vote," and only three papers in the entire conference have the word "complexity" in their titles.
One thing that those numbers are reflecting is the fact that comsoc and complexity have worked together very well. Comsoc research, from the seminal work of Bartholdi, Orlin, Tovey, and Trick [BTT89b, BTT89a, BO91, BTT92] onward, has done an enviably skilled job of interestingly employing complexity classification-which admittedly has strengths and weaknesses, both in its theory and in its application-to reveal a subtle and varied landscape as to what is difficult and what is hard, and how small changes in problems and models can induce seismic changes in complexity.
Yet this article's primary goal is not to praise that praiseworthy achievement. It is to recognize two more subtle things that have already happened, but that we think need to be recognized for what they are, and what more can be done.
Firstly, the comsoc/computational complexity friendship is truly a two-way street. Although everyone knows that complexity classification is widely used in comsoc research, we will stress a direction that is not well-recognized within the AI community or the complexity community: Research in comsoc has often been of great benefit to complexity theory. In particular, complexity classification within comsoc has populated key complexity classes with problems that are undeniably natural and compelling. Why is that important? Complexity theorists like creating complexity classes that capture computational capabilities/resources that seem natural and compelling to the complexity theorists. But if those classes then turn out, for example, to have no natural complete problems, it is like hosting a party and having no one show up. It could even make one wonder whether the classes really were important at all. So complexity owes quite a debt to comsoc, for bringing parties to life.
In addition to stressing the two-way street aspect of the comsoc/computational complexity friendship, we will also point out how rather subtle, lesser-known complexity notions and machinery have in the comsoc world found fertile ground to actually do important things. Complexity notions ranging from search-versus-decision issues to one-to-one reductions to the join operator have arguably been used in the comsoc world in more natural and more satisfying ways than they have been used within complexity theory itself.
We present four different issues where the work in comsoc exemplifies one or both of these themes: comsoc work helping complexity, and lesser-known complexity notions and machinery being used to address comsoc issues. We will particularly stress examples that fall in the area of the complexity of elections/voting, probably the most intense current focus of comsoc and a remarkably challenging, interesting, nuanced area (for a general survey of comsoc see the excellent articles by Chevaleyre et al. [CELM07] and Brandt, Conitzer, and Endriss [BCE13] , and for surveys of elections/voting within comsoc see the surveys by Faliszewski et al. [FHHR09] , Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [FHH10] , and Faliszewski and Procaccia [FP10] ; and for additional accessible surveys, see the relevant chapters in the important recent textbook edited by Rothe [Rot16] ). This article gives just a few examples of these themes, but we try to discuss each of those with some context and care, and in two places our examples will connect complexity with other important AI areas, planning and SAT solvers, once with the comsoc/complexity connection growing from the other AI area and once with it creating an opportunity within the other AI area.
Then in the conclusion we will suggest that the two themes we have been stressing and the work to date on them make clear that comsoc experts and complexity experts working more closely and extendedly together will be to the benefit of both fields.
Make It a Party: Populating Lonely Complexity Classes
As mentioned above, complexity classes are typically defined to capture a certain mode/power/model of computing. For example, the important probabilistic complexity class BPP [Gil77] , bounded probabilistic polynomial time, is the class of those sets A for which there is a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine that on each input agrees with A with probability at least 75% (or 51%, or 99%; all three of those turn out to define the same class). The class NP is the class of those sets accepted by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines. The class UP [Val76] , unambiguous polynomial time, is the class of those sets A accepted by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines whose acceptance is always unambiguous; for inputs not in A the machine has no accepting computation paths, and for each input in A, the machine has exactly one accepting computation path (in the lingo, "has a unique succinct certificate").
This section will present a few examples of classes that were not wildly filled with natural sets that seem to capture their nature, yet comsoc provided new, or even the first, such examples. By "capture the nature" of a class, in the dream case we would mean "is complete for the class," i.e., our set is in the class and has the property that each set in the class many-one reduces to our set. But if that can't be achieved, finding a set that falls into a given class and does not seem to fall into any smaller class is the natural fallback step to take.
Even readers not very familiar with complexity theory may know that there are thousands of known NP-complete problems and indeed a whole book is devoted to such problems [GJ79] ; and that there is an entire book devoted even to problems complete for P, with respect to the natural completeness type there [GHR95] ; and that even for the levels of the polynomial hierarchy beyond NP and coNP, such as NP NP , coNP NP , NP NP NP , and coNP NP NP , there exists a detailed compendium [SU02] . And from that it would be easy to conclude that it is boring and easy to find natural problems complete for virtually any natural complexity class.
But that seems not to be so. For example, NP ∩ coNP (the class of sets that have succinct, easily-checkable proofs both of membership and nonmembership) and two of the classes mentioned above, BPP and UP, are not known to have even one complete set-not a natural one, and not even an unnatural one [Sip82, HH88] . In fact, the just-cited papers and the work of Regan [Reg89] in effect are showing that the existence of a complete set for one of these classes would have sweeping consequences for our understanding of the class: that the issue of whether each of these classes has a complete set is in fact a disguised version of the question of whether there exists a nice enumeration of machines that precisely covers the class, i.e., that provides what Regan calls a "constructive programming system." But things are worse still. It is now know that not only do these classes seem to lack complete sets, but in fact, it is plausible that-indeed there are black boxes (aka oracles) relative to which-even far larger classes than the given class do not contain even a single set that is many-one hard, or indeed even Turing hard, for the class [HJV93] .
So it is not at all a sure thing that important classes-and BPP is undeniably important, since some would even argue that BPP rather than P should be the working definition of feasibility-have complete sets at all, much less natural complete sets.
And yet some classes that had remained largely or wholly unpopulated by natural sets needing the class's power have had natural examples provided by problems from comsoc, and other less empty but far from crowded classes have also turned out to be what pinpoints the complexity of important comsoc problems. [PZ83] , and is the class of sets that can be accepted by polynomial-time machines allowed to make O(log n) sequential queries to an NP oracle; NP ∪ coNP ⊆ Θ p 2 ⊆ P NP . Perhaps more naturally, Θ p 2 is known to be the class of sets that can be accepted by polynomial-time machines allowed to make (an unlimited number of) nonadaptive (i.e., parallel) queries to an NP oracle [Hem89] . For example, consider the language, ParitySAT, that accepts its input exactly if the input is a list of Boolean formulas and the number of them that is satisfiable is itself an odd number. ParitySAT is clearly in Θ p 2 , since the polynomial-time machine can in parallel ask its oracle about the membership in SAT of each of its input formulas, and then can see whether the number that are satisfiable is odd. We will come back in a moment to the unnaturalness of this example and the search for natural examples. Θ p 2 is a very important class in complexity theory. Briefly put, it has a large number of equivalent characterizations that are quite natural, e.g., it is the class of sets that can be accepted by logspace machines allowed to make an unlimited number of adaptive queries to an NP oracle [Wag90] ; it is the class the polynomial hierarchy naturally is shown to collapse to if there are sparse (i.e., having at most a polynomial number of strings at each length) NP-Turing-complete sets [Kad89] ; and its relationship to P NP is known to completely characterize whether conversations with NP oracles can manufacture time-bounded randomness [HW91] .
Θ
This at first sounds like quite a party, if one focuses on the results Θ p 2 is central to. But wait. Even when all these results were known, the class was not known to have even one natural complete set. It was known to have a large number of rather unnatural complete sets all having to do with counting the parity of items, e.g., the ParitySAT example given above about telling whether out of a collection of Boolean formulas an odd number of them are satisfiable is known to be complete for Θ p 2 [Wag87] . So in fact, as to known natural complete sets, the party was at that time a (complexitytheoretically important but) empty room. However, comsoc put first one and then many people into that room. In particular, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (aka Lewis Carroll) in the year 1876 had defined a fascinating election system [Dod76] . He was motivated by the idea that it would be nice for an election system to ensure that (a) if (relative to the votes, which are assumed to each be a tie-free total ordering of the candidates) there is a candidatewhat is known as a Condorcet winner [Con85] -who is preferred in head-on-head contests against each other candidate, then that candidate is chosen the winner, and (b) otherwise, each candidate who is "closest" to being such a winner (in the sense that the number of adjacent exchanges in preference orders needed to make it become a Condorcet winner is the lowest among the candidates) is named a winner. And Dodgson's system then does just that: It counts distance from being a Condorcet winner, and the candidate(s) with the lowest distance wins. In doing that, Dodgson was in the 1800s already using the notation that in modern computer science is central and known as an edit distance. Although Dodgson's system is mathematically very well defined, one of the seminal papers of comsoc showed that the computational complexity of implementing his system is not low. In particular, Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [BTT89b] showed that it is NP-hard to tell if a given candidate wins such an election. They left open whether the problem is NP-complete, but eight years later the problem was proven to be complete for Θ p 2 [HHR97a] . Θ p 2 -complete problems cannot be NP-complete unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to NP ∩ coNP, and thus the winner problem for Dodgson elections is highly unlikely to be NP-complete.
But the most important thing to note here is that the complexity of winner-testing for Dodgson elections is not a problem that was rigged to provide a Θ p 2 -complete set. The election system was defined in the 1800s for its own interest and importance, long before NP was ever dreamed of, much less Θ p 2 . This problem-from comsoc-thus provides an extremely natural Θ p 2 -complete set. This result sparked interest in whether other problems in comsoc and beyond might also be Θ p 2 -complete. And the floodgates opened. Other important election systems such as those of Kemeny and Young were proven to also be Θ p 2 -complete [HSV05, RSV03] . General tools were extracted from this approach to try to make it easier to prove such results [SV00] , Θ p 2 -completeness was shown to capture the complexity of how well certain greedy algorithms do [HR98] , and a survey was written looking at the meaning of improving from NP-hardness results to Θ p 2 -completeness results [HHR97b] . Even in the quite different field of automata theory, Θ p 2 -complete problems were found to capture important, natural notions [HM00] . Briefly put, the party was very much on!
NP PP and Other Classes
There are many other classes that comsoc and other work within AI have helped populate. One of the most striking examples is the class NP PP , i.e., the sets solvable by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines given access to (their choice of a) set from PP (probabilistic polynomial time, the class of sets for which there is a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine that on each input is correct with probability greater than 50%). NP PP is a class of great complexity, and it is not always easy to work with. It was only in the late 1990s that people started finding natural complete sets for NP PP , and that work came not from complexity issues but from an AI domain, the study of planning and decision processes. There are a number of papers on this and we won't here cite them all, but we mention as a pointer the very impressive work of Goldsmith, Littman, and Mundhenk [LGM98] , which shows versions of both the plan-existence problem and the plan-evaluation problem are, for partially ordered plans, NP [NNRR14] gave the class DP (all sets that are the symmetric difference of two NP sets) a wide range of new complete sets having to do with social welfare optimization in multiagent resource allocation. The first P NP[1] -completeness result in social choice (which also is perhaps the first natural completeness result anywhere for P NP [1] ) and the first P NP -completeness result in social choice both come from a study of the complexity of weighted coalitional manipulation of elections, under the voting system, Veto, where each voter vetos one candidate and whoever has the fewest vetos wins; in an online setting (what in political science is called a roll-call vote), the winner problem here is P NP[1] -complete for 3 candidates and is P NP -complete for 4 or more candidates [HHR14] . Filos-Ratsikas and Goldberg [FG17] have recently proven a natural cake-cutting-related problem to be complete for the lonely class PPA. And a huge number of papers in comsoc contribute 1 After doing that, that paper comments that "we have actually shown these problems are in NP PP [1] ," which is the class in which the NP machine is allowed at most one query per path to the PP oracle. Simply so that comment in the paper doesn't lead any reader of the present paper to think that NP PP -completeness for that paper's problems is unlikely due to that paper having achieved the seemingly better upper bound of NP natural problems-often related to manipulative attacks on elections-to other classes such as NP NP , coNP NP , and PSPACE. Also, many counting-based issues in comsoc have been shown to be complete for the counting analogue of NP, the class #P.
In summary, there is a two-way street of friendship between comsoc and computational complexity. Complexity benefits since its classes-some of which played central roles in key abstract results yet had few or no natural complete problems-are given quite compelling natural problems based in comsoc. Comsoc in turn has benefited since the machinery of complexity-class classification helps clarify how hard or easy many of its problems are.
Complexity Machinery and Notions Find Fertile Ground in Comsoc
This section provides a tour of two cases where complexity techniques and notions have found very fertile ground in comsoc research. Although one-to-one (Section 3.2) reductions have been used centrally in complexity theory, in particular in the 1970s, their new use in comsoc is both powerful and quite different than the use they had in complexity. And in another case (Section 3.1), comsoc has given new life to lovely complexity machinery that had been developed in 1976, and yet that even 36 years later had not found a single application in a real-world domain. We will cover each topic but briefly, though we will try to give a sense of how each supports this section's thesis that comsoc has been a fertile ground for complexity techniques and notions, helping comsoc of course, but also in the case of little-used or narrowly used complexity techniques helping establish the value or breadth of the techniques.
Search versus Decision for NP Problems
Everyone knows that SAT is a decision problem, and indeed that the vast majority of complexity classes are defined in terms of decision problems, not search problems. This has been the case for so long that it is easy to forget why this is so.
The reason why complexity is largely focused on decision problems is because for almost all natural problems the search problem clearly polynomial-time Turing reduces (and often, for example for SAT, even "polynomial-time 2-disjunctive truth-table" reduces) to the problem's decision version. And so the two problems are inherently of the same complexity, give or take composition with a polynomial; it is impossible in these cases for decision to be easy yet for search to be hard. SAT is the classic case: Given a Boolean formula, F (v 1 , v 2 , . . .), it is satisfiable exactly if at least one of F (True, v 2 , . . .) and F (False, v 2 , . . .) is satisfiable, so given a decision procedure for SAT, one can ask those two questions to it, and thus find a good value for the first variable (if any exists), and then can redo the process, on the "reduced" formula, to similarly set the second variable and so on. By the end, using as a black-box a decision procedure for SAT, one has found a satisfying assignment in polynomial time, when one exists.
Are all natural NP problems so polite as to allow themselves to be fitted into this straitjacket of linked complexities? For decades there have been hints that the answer might be "no." Most powerfully, in 1976 Borodin and Demers [BD76] built lovely, clever machinery that showed that if P = NP∩coNP, then there exists an infinite polynomial-time recognizable subset of SAT that has no polynomial-time search algorithm finding solutions for its members. In brief, one could quickly determine with certainty that its members were satisfiable, but one has no idea-it turns out not even a good setting for the first variable of the formula-of what a satisfying assignment would be. (The reason this claim is not precluded by the above discussion of self-reducibility is that the Borodin-Demers subset is so pathological that it has infinitely many members such that the formulas generated at some stage of the above self-reduction process are all not in the subset, and so the above process is rendered invalid on the subset.)
Stunning though that result was, the fact that it was achieving its power not on all of SAT (which is impossible), but rather on a somewhat pathological subset of SAT, kept the result and its lovely machinery from gaining traction; it remained only as the above 1976 technical report, and did not have a conference or a journal version. The work was likely-and in the first and second of these four examples the work is explicitly discussedthe inspiration behind some later related work, e.g., that for unambiguous computation the implication mentioned above becomes an "if and only if" characterization [HH88] , that under the extremely strong assumption that deterministic and nondeterministic double exponential time differ there exists an (artificial) language in NP for which search does not reduce to decision [BG94] , that if P = NP then there exist NP-complete languages that are not self-reducible [FO10] , and that relative to some oracle there is a search versus decision separation for exponential-time classes [IT89] .
Nonetheless, the work found not a single application on natural problems for 36 years. And it was comsoc that finally provided that application. In particular, Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Menton [HHM13] proved that of the standard types of attacks on elections, for about half it holds that if P = NP ∩ coNP then there is an election system having a polynomial-time winner problem for which the decision problem for that type of attack is in P but the search problem cannot be solved in polynomial time. (For the other half of the attack types, that paper proved unconditionally that search does reduce to decision.) Note that the attack types were not created by that paper; they are the long-standard attack types. And so the problems themselves are not tricks, but are the natural, standard ones, and on these, search and decision are being separated under the given complexity-theoretic assumption, which is widely believed to be true.
There are four comments which pretty compellingly need to be made at this point. First, if P = NP ∩ coNP, then integer factoring can be done in polynomial time, and so RSA and much of the foundation of modern computer security falls. So the above results say that either the foundations of cryptography are deeply flawed, or the approach taken within comsoc to defining election-attack problems-namely, they are defined in their decision versions-is defining as tractable some problems whose search version (the issue of finding the attack that works) is not tractable. Second, the reason this separation of search and decision is possible is that, quite unexpectedly, about half of the natural election-attack problems do not seem to be nicely self-reducible. Third, natural is in the eye of the beholder; although the election-attack problems used in the result are the standard, natural ones, the election systems used are indirectly specified by the hypothesized sets in (NP ∩ coNP) − P, and so are likely not very natural. And fourth and finally, this entire approach then found application in a different area of AI, namely, the study of backbones and backdoors of Boolean formulas, where it was shown for example that if P = NP ∩ coNP, then search versus decision separations occur for backbones [HN17a, HN17b] .
Density-of-Hardness Transfer and One-to-One Reductions
When one says a problem is NP-complete, that doesn't prove that it is hard. It just proves that if anything in NP is hard, then that problem is hard. This is generally viewed as much better than having nothing to say about the difficulty of the problem.
Wouldn't it be lovely to have an analogous type of result for frequency of hardness? For example, in Section 3.1, we discussed work showing that if P = NP ∩ coNP, then search and decision separate for many key issues regarding manipulative attacks on elections and backbones of Boolean formulas. But maybe in those examples, for which we know decision is easy, the hardness of search may be a con: Perhaps search is only hard on a very, very, very small portion of the inputs, asymptotically? That is, perhaps it is a worst-case separation that doesn't hold in the typical case.
To try to argue against that possibility, it would be wonderful if we could argue that if even one problem A in NP ∩ coNP is hard with a certain frequency h (i.e., each polynomialtime heuristic is wrong on A's membership problem on Ω(h(n)) strings up to length n) then every polynomial-time heuristic for our search problem fails with almost that same frequency, namely, for each polynomial-time heuristic there is an ǫ > 0 such that on our given search problem it fails on Ω(h(n ǫ )) of the strings up to length n).
This would say that if any set in P = NP ∩ coNP is frequently hard (relative to heuristic attacks), then our search versus decision separations are not cons. After all, it is widely believed, most crucially in the cryptography community (due in part to the issue of factoring), that there are sets in NP ∩ coNP that are frequently hard with respect to polynomial-time heuristics. And if one believes that, then the hypothetical machinery discussed above would immediately convert that into a claim of the frequent hardness of the created search problems whose decision problems are easy.
In fact, machinery that can do this exists, although it was developed for a completely different purpose in the 1970s. So this is an example where comsoc-and the study of SAT solvers-is giving a fresh use to a complexity-theoretic notion.
In particular, every CS undergraduate learns why claims of NP-completeness are crucially tied to the tool of many-one polynomial-time reductions; it is how we establish them. In the 1970s, though, there was a sudden moment of focus in theoretical computer science on the notion of one-to-one (aka injective) polynomial-time reductions, i.e., polynomial-time reductions that have no collisions. This moment of intense focus on one-to-one reductions came about to support one of the great complexity goals of the 1970s: to prove that all NP-complete sets were the same set in a transparent disguise, namely, that all NP-complete sets were polynomial-time isomorphic. This is known as the Isomorphism Conjecture (aka the Berman-Hartmanis Isomorphism Conjecture). To this day it remains open. However, using one-to-one reductions, in the 1970s Berman and Hartmanis [BH77] proved that all familiar NP-complete sets indeed were polynomial-time isomorphic, which was a huge revelation. (Their insight in using one-to-one reductions was motivated by the fact that in recursive function theory, recursive one-to-one reductions are central to the proof that all RE-complete sets are recursively isomorphic, a result that follows from the so-called Myhill [Myh55] Isomorphism Theorem.) However, due to challenges such as the potential existence of one-way functions, that 1970s result has not only never been expanded to (under the inherently required assumption that P = NP) include all NP-complete sets, but indeed there is evidence that there may well exist nonisomorphic NP-complete sets [JY85, KMR95] , i.e., that the Isomorphism Conjecture may fail.
These days in complexity theory, many-one reductions remain the standard, and oneto-one reductions are not often discussed. However, one thing that one-to-one reductions do fiendishly well is preserve density. If one has a bunch of strings with a certain behavior, their image when pushed through the reduction cannot possibly jumble them on top of each other, because one-to-one reductions don't jumble anything on top of anything else. It is admittedly true that such reductions can leave "holes" (though injective, they need not be surjective), and can polynomially stretch (and superpolynomially contract, though inherently not too frequently) lengths; and that in fact is what is behind the "ǫ" mentioned above. But one-to-one reductions by definition never have collisions.
Exploiting that, the "if anything in NP ∩ coNP is frequently hard relative to polynomialtime heuristics then our search problems are almost as frequently hard relative to polynomial-time heuristics as those" results mentioned above are achieved by ensuring that the entire proof structure in those papers can be made to yield polynomial-time one-to-one reductions. (And the additional related paper mentioned earlier, which adds in results on the case of backdoors of Boolean formulas, and has some related results about backbones of Boolean formulas, in both cases under the weaker assumption P = NP, also works by achieving polynomial-time one-to-one reductions.) Thus, to summarize, one-to-one reductions are a tool that was briefly extremely important in complexity in the 1970s in a brilliant but even forty years later not yet successful attempt to show that there is in effect just one NP-complete set. But comsoc-and also, related to SAT solvers, the study of backbones and backdoors of Boolean formulas-has brought the notion of one-to-one reductions again front-and-center, providing an "if anything in the class is frequently hard then this is frequently hard" analogue of the "if anything in the class is hard then this is hard" argument that many-reductions have provided for almost half a century in the case of NP-complete sets.
This case makes very clear the two-way street that exists between complexity and comsoc (and also the study of SAT solvers). Complexity benefits in that one of its notions that was a bit covered in cobwebs turned out to yield important frequency-of-hardness results in comsoc, and also relatedly in the study of SAT solvers. And comsoc benefits in that it now has these results, which are quite powerful evidence that the hardness of search that these speak of is in fact not some con job that happens only extremely infrequently.
Conclusions
We have discussed just a few of the rich collection of interactions between comsoc and computational complexity. Many others-from how the complexity-theoretic join operation allows proofs in comsoc of the impossibility of proving certain impossibility theorems [HHR09] to how work on online control gives an unexpected new quantifier-alternation characterization of the class coNP [HHR17] to the rich interactions with approximation (see as just one of many examples [FST17] ) to the power of dichotomy results to the insights given by parameterized complexity (both these last are on view simultaneously, for example, in [DMN17] ) to much more-are not even touched on here.
What are the take-aways? The benefits of the friendship between comsoc and computational complexity are a two-way street; both comsoc and complexity have benefited. Classes from complexity have been populated, cobweb-covered techniques have been given surprising new life, and interesting results have been obtained in comsoc from the use of those classes and techniques. In light of this, we urge researchers in comsoc and complexity to reach out and work with each other more and more, for the benefit of both fields. And we hope that more Ph.D. programs will encourage and create young researchers who are trained in and simultaneously expert in both areas; that will allow advances far beyond even those that so far have come from this wonderful synergy between areas.
Let us hope that the areas become best friends forever.
